1. City Hall → to Tremont, do not go to Seedy's, get Hanover St. turn over & go up Salem after construction. I included, cutting thru Federal Hall.

2. Court House Tower → “can’t do it.” Up Federal St., State St., to old State House, then drag across & up hill or so & come up front of City Hall & then angle up School & Beacon St., Whatever up over Beacon Hill or to Public St. & then common. Rob. to latter taking long drag to close & Beacon & up sidewalks on Beacon. tone new intersection to new overpass & there it is.

3. Charles Dam O → lots of ways. Along Embankment. Rob. in old dam & along River & shall otherwise will to Park St. & not across edge of common to Boylston & Tremont. In Boylston to Park St. & go over bridge. To next street & up thru to 3rd St. & then will be closer. Keep out of woods on summer. The path closer also keeps is onto route. Mentions feel of area all the
way along, the maple will not look at it except for beginning. Mentioned looks of
dying trees.

4. Park Sq. not sure of it is - if in front of
State St., is Heun's it is shown on way to N. St.?
Go up to Public Gard, then around larger on right
side, come out ornamental gate to Common,
then housed by Frog Pond, then to orn.
gate to State St. [Scollay Sq. to Common]
then by one angular belt. Scollay* then
*St. Andrews Sq. to Common beyond Hanover
and again Scollay to Common - lets toward Heun's.
On might go in at the man law side, & take

elevator.

5. Does not know Dawne St. Confused and tale.
Prob. will take Wash. in & # Cold angle in
good direction Hotel Stattle & Motor - wait
for there depending on where came out.
Prob. on Common, & hence easy.

In qual. likes to find shortest diag. for speed, or to
d择 routes for pleasure & tends to avoid crowds.